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Epilogue
Future Center Alliance… is on a quest of renewal to cultivate and nourish innovation across

borders. In this emerging territory the art of navigation offers much more than the prevailing
management approach. We see these borders as a complex societal mixture of physical,
psychological, geographical, environmental, commercial, political, intellectual and cultural.
The insights that this report has generated are
illuminating and invite us to go into deeper
territory in pursuit of sustainability.
If#we#are#not#currently#experiencing#our#
desired#results#then#we#absolutely#need#to#
consider#a#different#approach.#
The current and future systems will always
have a dynamic tension between them. Those
who work in the new system want to move
quickly as exponential growth is the potential
reward of the new curve. However, those who
are immersed in the current system want
evidence, consensus and security before they
will move. As Innovators we have to balance
this tension. If we dilute too much the new
curve simply becomes incremental (part of the
existing system). Too disruptive and we do not
bring others with us. The findings suggest that
the solution lays in our ability to work
proactively with Mindset and Culture.

The Japanese pioneering of Future Centers on
high national level and prototyping support
emerged in the knowledge management
context for expanding the Japanese concept of
’Ba’ (place of harbouring meaning and
shared
thought and relationships) as
refined by Professor I. Nonaka and Professor
N Konno.
The collaborative innovation efforts of JINK
Japanese Innovation Network and the FCAJ
stimulated the knowledge quest for further
renewed ecosystems of innovation. This has
been labelled Wise Place. A space of ‘thought
leadership’, with Japanese cultural heritage.
Wise*Places*areMoneMkindMofMFutureMCenter.M
ReadMmoreMcanMbeMreadMaboutMFCM3.0M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ouzk5H
IGWJQV9fYzY1cjF2Um8

Summary5
TheMFCAMfoundersMheldManMinitialMsessionMtoMexploreMtheM‘WayMForward’MbasedMonMtheMreportMfindings.M
ThroughMdiscussionMtheMfollowingMnextMstepsMemerged…M
A.
B.
C.

Mindset5&5Culture5– toMundertakeMaM45MdaysMprototype/experimentMtoMexperienceMhowMtoM
developMandMworkMatMRootMCauseM(level3)
Know>How – toM‘unlearn’MtheMcurrentMstrategyMinMorderMtoMdoMthingsMdifferentlyM– plusM
enhancingMtheMskillsMforMcultivatingMandMnourishingMtheMFCAMglobalMcommunity.M
Innovation5Safaris5– designMlivingMLabsM(dynamicM&Mimmersive)MsharingMlearningMexperiencesM
enabledMbyMemergingMtechnologies.MMM

CreatingMtheMbridgeMbetweenMtheMcurrentMsituationMandMtheMdesiredMfutureMinvolvesMworkingMonMallM3M
levelsMconcurrently.MWeMwouldMalsoMlikeMtoMextendManMinvitationMtoMembraceMandMincludeMinterestedM
andMdiverseMpeopleMfromMtheMFCAMcommunity.MMMMM
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Key+Insights+
Levels+of+Alignment+
Enable'us'to'see'the'direction'of'sustainability'and'momentum.'Working'L1'down'will'not be'sustainable'
as'this'is'often'a'superficial'symptom'of'the'deeper'challenges.'Working'L3'up'will be'sustainable'as'this'
addresses'the'Root'Cause'of'the'other'presenting'challenges.'To'build'momentum'and'sustainability'the'
we'need'to'consider'and'align'all'3'levels.'The'findings'indicate'3'levels'of'innovation'opportunity…
L1 – physical)and)virtual)innovation)places)and)more)collaborative/interactive)sessions))
L2 C Thought7Leadership)and)‘Know7How’)(expertise)
L3+– (Foundational*Theme)*unlock)and)develop)innovative)mindsets)and)culture.)

Level+1+Opportunity+Physical
Currently'the'Summit'Participants'would'like'from'
the'FCA'– organise'innovation'(safaris)'that'
showcase'FCs'(physical/virtual)'and'their'enabling'
technologies.'To'design'and'deliver'interactive'
dynamic'learning'experiences.'

FC+Safari+/+Interactive+Sessions+

Level+2+Opportunity+Intellectual*
Currently'the'unfulfilled'need'that'Participants'
would'like'from'the'FCA'C to'be'thoughtCleader'
network'that'has'the'KnowChow'to'form'and'lead'
coCcreative'big'challenge'projects'C making'things'
happen.'

Thought+Leadership/+‘KnowDHow’

Level+3+Opportunity++Higher*Intelligence/Intuition
Currently+the+unfulfilled+need+that+Participants+
would+like+from+the+FCA+D to+pioneer+the+mindset+
and+develop+a+culture+that+will+enable+the+bigger+
(global)+challenges+to+be+worked+on.
Root+Cause+

Mindset+&+Culture+
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The above illustration offers us a visual metaphor for describing the current situation and the
direction of travel towards the desired experience. It is broken down into 3 levels;
1. What?people?see?and?observe?– (visible/physical)?Summits/FC’s/results/outcomes?and?behaviours
2. Our?reasoning?and?intellect?– (we?become?aware?of?this?through?interaction)?– our?thinking?and?
expertise?that?enable?us?to?influence?and?work?with?others.?
3. Our?feelings,?beliefs?and?attitudes?– (invisible?&?abstract)?– this?is?largely?unconscious?but?is?the?
driving?force?beneath?our?behaviours,?decisions?and?results.?
To become a healthy and abundant tree we need to initially focus on nourishing and cultivating the
invisible system (roots) that feeds the visible. Of course this is a dynamic ecosystem that has many
dependencies and directions. Flow will oscillate depending on environmental conditions.
The difference between a naturally occurring ecosystem and one that is cultivated is that humans
have the ability to consider, conceive (imagine), test and hypothesis multiple outcomes of different
decisions into the future. A cultivated ecosystem is more likely to yield ‘fruit’ by navigating the risk
and taking the opportunities presented by the environment.
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The above illustration is a visual metaphor that builds on the previous one for a desired experience.
We have injected the 3 key findings from the report into each level.
1. What+people+see+and+observe+– Innovation+Safaris+and+living+Labs+enabled+by+technology.
2. Our+reasoning+and+intellect+– Sharing+the+‘KnowKHow’+to+enable+different+thinking+(learning)+++
across+networks+that+seed+collaborative+projects.+
3. Our+feelings,+beliefs+and+attitudes+– working+with+mindset+and+culture+to+find+the+next+evolution+
for+the+ecosystem+to+flourish+and+thrive.++
The findings map across with great synergy in this metaphor.
It enables us to see where we need to focus in order for the emerging tree to flourish. We all want to
harvest the fruits of our endeavors. First we must invest in cultivating the conditions that will
produce the best yield.
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The above is the illustration used at the closing session (mini Hackathon) at the recent Summit. Here
we used a process and tools that enabled small groups of people to navigate the ‘void’ between the
current S curve (their challenge) and the new emerging one (the solution).
A commonly held myth is that this takes a long time and is usually difficult and uncomfortable. There
is always a degree of confusion involved in this pioneering work, because we cannot experience the
next curve whilst remaining in the existing one. We need to unlearn and renew in order to evolve to
the next level.
Essential to doing this most effectively is to have the right map and tools to move through at speed
whilst recognising the dynamic evolving in the moment. Once we have located the new curve, we
need to inspire and lead others to navigate this too.
This is where our new “knowMhow” in forged in the heat of experience. We need to have the courage
in step into the unknown to become the catalyst for renewal.
The leap of faith required is fully scaffolded during the 45 day prototyping, using the AP map and the
tools to navigate the unknown M> the known.
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